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The reason for having 
‘Bradbury’ as our name 
is because it was at the 

front of the alphabet and we 
were in the Yellow Pages,” 
recalls Tim Strawson, the 
founder and managing director 
of the company.

It’s a story that shows just how 
much things have changed while 
Bradbury Group has been around.

“We started in Luton in 1991, 
with 2,000 square foot of space,” 
Strawson remembers. “We moved 
to Dunlop way in 1994 to a 5,000 
square foot facility, and we grew 
and grew.”

Bradbury Group is the biggest 
steel door manufacturer in the 
UK, which sounds pretty straight 
forward until you realise that no 
two of those doors are alike.

“We make 80 steel doors a day, 
all with different heights, widths, 
colours, locks and handles,” 
Strawson says. “The UK market is 
a very unique market in that even 
when a new building is designed 
and there might be 100 steel 
doors on that building, there are 

100 differences between them. 
That’s why we exist, really. The 
mass producers can’t compete 
with us because every door is 
different and the construction 
firms all have short lead times. 
We’re the quickest and the best.”

The speed and quality that 
Bradbury Group is known for 
led to rapid growth and, by 
2017, the company occupied 
seven different units on one 
industrial estate, with their doors 
having to continually move from 
one factory to another as they 
underwent different stages of the 
manufacturing process.

“It took five days to make a door 
from start to finish because we 
were batch producers,” Strawson 
tells us.

However, that was all about  
to change.

THE STORY OF A DOOR
To understand why Bradbury 
Group needed five days and 
seven factories to make a door, 
you need to understand the 
many stages one of their doors  
goes through.

“First you punch and fold,” 
Strawson says. “The equipment 
for that had to be running at least 
a day ahead. The second part 
of the process was fabricating, 
welding and gluing. Then we 
had to wait 24 hours for the glue 
to set. The next process was to 
manufacture the door leaves and 
frames and to make sure we have 
all the right parts for painting 
and quality inspection. The next 
process was to paint them and 
put them into racks, which they 
waited in for a day. Then we 
assembled the hardware, hinges, 

A company’s name can mean a lot of things. It can be a 
statement of intent, an aspiration, even just the name 
of the founder. With Bradbury Group, it turns out, a 
name is a primitive form of SEO.

THE DOOR TO 
OPPORTUNITY

WE LEARN HOW BRADBURY 
GROUP HAS GONE 
FROM A SMALL DOOR 
MANUFACTURER TO THE 
BIGGEST IN THE COUNTRY.

Welding during 
production process

“THE UK MARKET IS A VERY 
UNIQUE MARKET IN THAT 

EVEN WHEN A NEW BUILDING 
IS DESIGNED AND THERE 

MIGHT BE 100 STEEL 
DOORS ON THAT BUILDING, 
THERE ARE 100 DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN THEM. THAT’S WHY 

WE EXIST, REALLY”
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Contact us today at +1 (905) 764 1623
or email us at info@asianavigate.com
www.AsiaNavigate.com

7181 Yonge St., Suite 231, Thornhill, ON L3T 0C7  CANADA

Founded in 2003, Asia Navigate operates 
with one primary focus to connect companies 
like Bradbury Group to the Asian markets 
and manufacturers.
 
What we offer:
• Advisory Services
• Business Development
• Strategic Sourcing
• Market Research
• Supply Chain Management

MAKE ASIA
 YOUR 

COMPETITIVE 
EDGE

ASIA NAVIGATE 
CAN HELP. «

ASIA NAVIGATE

MANUFACTURING CONSULTANTS

OPEN – How to  
unlock productivity.  
• Line underperforming?  
• Excessive waste?  
• Increased production costs?  

OPEN, a 4 step method to operational excellence  
for sustained factory improvement.

•  Observe: Understand what is currently happening in  
the factory, measure, benchmark and track performance.

•  Plan: Agree a management action plan to improve, with  
both specific short-term actions and long-term objectives. 

•  Engage:  Train your people to deliver the results, fast. 

•  Nurture: Form habits, and turn excellence  
into “how we do business round here”. 

www.li-europe.com
ACHIEVING SELF-SUFFICIENT, HIGH PERFORMING FACTORIES

Customers

North East: 0191 419 1133
Scotland: 01698 821 050
Northern Ireland/ROI: +44 (0)2894 270000

sales@chainbridgesteel.com
chainbridgesteel.com

The Chainbridge Steel Group are fully 
independent stockholders and processors of 
mild steel strip mill products, with a strong 
presence throughout the UK & Ireland. 

We pride ourselves on quality and service, and 
have long established partnering arrangements with 
both suppliers and end users our core products : 
Hot Rolled dry, Hot Rolled Mill Pickled (HRP&O), 
Tread Plate (Durbar/Chequer Plate), Cold Rolled, 
Galvanised and Zintec. 

These products are available in structural, formable 
and deep drawing grades. Services include:
• decoiling (cut to length ‘panel flat’ sheet), 
• recoiling (rewind coils), 
• fully automated blanking for precision cut blanks
• manual guillotining. 

We deliver nationwide using our own fleet of 
modern vehicles.

Humber Merchants Ltd. has been a supplier to Bradbury 
Group for 20+ years. Established in 1972, Humber 

Merchants Ltd is a ‘Light Side’ Builders, Plumbers & 
Engineers Merchants. 

Our product range is extensive, covering not only the traditional ‘Lightside’ 
requirements, Cement, Plaster & Board, Builders Tools, Ladders etc, but 

also ‘in depth’ stocks of Hand Tools, Power Tools and Abrasives, large stocks 
of Ironmongery, Janitorial Products, Safety & Fire Fighting Equipment, 

Protective Clothing & Footwear, Fixings, Hoses, Ducting & Packings, Valves, 
Malleable & Wrought Tubes & Fittings, and you will see Humber Merchants 

can offer the ‘Complete Service to Industry’.

Tel. 01724 860331
Email. sales@humbermerchants.co.uk

www.humbermerchants.co.uk

· Lightside Building Materials 

 · Architectural Ironmongery 

· Fencing & Decking 

· Power Tools 

· Engineering Consumables 

· Plumbing Supplies 

· PPE Safety Equipment & Clothing  

· Hand Tools 

· Fixings & Fastenings 
 

HUMBER MERCHANTS LTD 

Tel:  01724 860331 
Email: sales@humbermerchants.co.uk 
Web: www.humbermerchants.co.uk 

PARKINSON AVENUE, SCUNTHORPE, DN15 7JX 

LOCAL L IGHTSIDE BUILDERS  MERCHANTS  & ENGINEERING SUPPLIERS  

FREE DELIVERY                       
ON MOST PRODUCTS, 
THROUGHOUT NORTH     

LINCOLNSHIRE! 
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locks and handles, pack them and 
send them out.”

This meant that Bradbury 
Group had between 350 and 
400 doors that were works-in-
progress at any given time, and 
they all needed storing, so the 
manufacturer quickly ran out  
of space.

“We couldn’t make any more 
doors because we had nowhere to 
put them,” Strawson remembers. 
“We had storage for 400 doors 
in goods out, and 200 of those 
spaces were permanently taken 
by one customer.”

“THE NEW FACTORY HAS 
STORAGE CAPACITY FOR 

4,000 DOORS AND IS ABLE 
TO PRODUCE THREE TIMES AS 

MANY AS THE OLD FACILITY”

State-of-the-art 
Salvagnini machine

This all changed when Bradbury 
Group moved into a new facility 
that would change not just where 
they work, or how much space 
they had, but the entire way the 
company made doors.

“We’ve now got 135,000 
square foot all under one roof. 
It’s a 25-year-old building that 
had been empty for five years,” 
Strawson tells us. “It was in 
a terrible state, but we’ve 
completely refurbished it with 
a new outer layer, reskinned 
it, repainted it, and put in new 
electrics and new plumbing. It 
looks like a brand-new building.”

The new factory has storage 
capacity for 4,000 doors and is 
able to produce three times as 
many as the old facility. It was a 
£4 million investment that took a 
long time to bring into production, 
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BRADBURY GROUP

Tim Strawson, founder and 
managing director
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but the payoff has been worth it. 
Today, it doesn’t take Bradbury 
Group five days to make a door. 
It doesn’t even take four days. It 
takes just four hours.

“We put in a large Salvagnini 
punching and folding machine 
and in 90 seconds it’ll punch and 
fold the door skin. We need two 
door skins to make a leaf, so in 
three minutes we have the inner 
and outer skin,” Strawson says. 
“It comes out the machine onto 
roller tables where we fabricate 
the door together, rivet all the 
parts together, weld it, and put 
it in a heat press. Each of those 

takes 15 minutes, so that’s done 
in under an hour and a half. We 
put it on a paint line for another 
90 minutes, then it takes an hour 
to put the hardware on.”

The change is dramatic.
“Before, I was paying for 

approximately 60% of my staff 
to pick doors up and put them 
down,” Strawson says. “Now we 
have a lot less of that. It’s safer, 
easier, and more efficient.”

THE HUMAN SIDE
Of course, equipment is only 
half the equation, and Bradbury 
Group’s staff have had to undergo 
a drastic cultural change to adapt 
to this new way of working. 
Bradbury Group is always working 
to nurture a new generation  
of talent.

“We do a number of things, 
including running a Bradbury 
Academy. We take on apprentices 
and grow our own engineers and 
staff in skilled areas. We’ve been 

“WE DO A NUMBER OF THINGS, INCLUDING RUNNING 
A BRADBURY ACADEMY. WE TAKE ON APPRENTICES 
AND GROW OUR OWN ENGINEERS AND STAFF IN 
SKILLED AREAS. WE’VE BEEN DOING IT FOR SEVEN 
YEARS NOW” 

Bradbury Group 
headquarters
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PANIC HARDWARE ACOUSTIC SEALS

LOUVRESPORTHOLES

LOCKS AND CYLINDERSPOWER TRANSFER UNITS

FINGER PROTECTION DOOR STAYS

FLUSH BOLTS VISION FRAMES

ZEROPLUS  ARE  PLEASED  
TO  BE  ASSOCIATED  WITH 
BRADBURY  GROUP  AND  
CONGRATULATE  THEM  
ON THEIR  CONTINUED  

GROWTH  AND  SUCCESS

SPECIALIST  ARCHITECTURAL  HARDWARE  SUPPLIERS

TO  THE  DOOR  OPENINGS  INDUSTRY

NORTH KELSEY ROAD,
CAISTOR, LINCOLNSHIRE LN7 6SF

Tel. 01472 851812
Email. traffic@caistordistribution.com

For all your haulage requirements, 
UK and worldwide

From 1 pallet through to a full load,
Caistor Distribution Ltd can meet

all your supply chain requirements.

NORTH KELSEY ROAD,
CAISTOR, LINCOLNSHIRE LN7 6SF

For all your haulage requirements, 
UK and worldwide.

From 1 pallet through to a full 
load, Caistor Distribution Ltd 

can meet all your supply chain 
requirements.

Caistor Distribution Ltd are 
pleased to supply transport 

services for the Bradbury Group 
and wish them all the success 

for the future.

Ceramic Glass Ltd
Unit 10 Falcon Business Park, Loughborough, Leicestershire LE11 1HL
+44 (0)1509 273970  |  sales@ceramicglass.co.uk

www.ceramicglass.co.uk

FireLite is a uniquely developed ceramic glass formulation, 
specifically for resistance against fire.  

It has been tested at the highest extremes of fire test conditions – remaining 
unchanged after more than 4 hours exposure reaching temperatures above 
1150ºC, and with a remarkable ability at only 5mm thick to resist the impact, 
erosion and cooling effects of a full firefighter hose stream applied on the hot 
exposed surface. In that test the hose stream was applied over the whole test 
panel area for several seconds, at a water pressure of 30 psi for around 15 to 25 
seconds exposure per square metre. 

The secret of FireLite’s exceptional ability to resist thermal stress and high 
temperatures is it’s low, close to zero and slightly negative, thermal expansion 
characteristic. Combined with a high melting point, that means FireLite stays in the 
frame, in one piece. It does not crack and fall apart, nor soften and slump as 
conventional glass is likely to do in high fire temperature conditions.

FireLite is an easy glass to handle, cut and glaze, readily available at short notice 
from Ceramic Glass Limited, with many years of supply experience in the UK. 
FireLite used in fire-resistant systems does not need special glazing techniques, 
and is not subject to limits on edge cover when framed. Because of its stability, it is 
the ideal combination with metal frames and doors for extended fire resistance 
endurance.   

FireLite is accordingly well suited for essential fire safety compartmentation glazing 
design, to physically contain the risks of both fire and smoke spread.

FireLite
THE IDEAL INTEGRITY
FIRE-RESISTANT GLAZING
Stability, Endurance & Reliability in fire

F I R E L I T E

Proud partner of 
Bradbury Group 
for over 10 years

The S4+P4 punches, shears and bends sheet 
metal totally automatically: the most efficient 
flexible manufacturing system.

ZERO SET UP

PRODUCTION
ON DEMAND

ZERO SCRAP

Flexible manufacturing system
S4+P4

Salvagnini UK & Ireland Ltd
Ref. Mr. Steve Williams
T. 01989 767032
E. steve.williams@salvagninigroup.com

BRADBURY GROUP
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doing it for seven years now,” 
Strawson says. “I also set up a 
charity called Youth Engineering 
Scunthorpe that takes long-term 
unemployed young people and 
gets them into work. The charity 
gives us a lot of components that 
we used to buy abroad. We can 
give that business to the charity 
and because it is repetitive work, 
these unskilled people learned 
how to make those components 
and we’ve taken on a lot of people 
from there. The other thing we do 
is promote from within. I’ve got 
people at senior director levels 
who’ve worked their way up. My 
production director joined as a 
sales manager and she’s a very 
good production director. I have 
people who came through the 
Youth Engineering programme 
to be leaders in engineering, and 
we have senior managers who 
started on the shop floor.”

Even with that wealth of talent 
at their disposal, the move from 

“I ALSO SET UP A CHARITY CALLED YOUTH 
ENGINEERING SCUNTHORPE THAT 
TAKES LONG-TERM UNEMPLOYED YOUNG 
PEOPLE AND GETS THEM INTO WORK”

batch to flow production was a 
challenging one.

“We employed a firm called L I 
Europe who were very helpful and 
they were very useful,” Strawson 
says. “It really was a challenge 
getting our staff to adapt to the 
new way of doing things. People 
didn’t realise we couldn’t make 
a door until we had everything 
in place. The brackets had to be 
sitting and waiting and if they 
weren’t it stopped the whole line. 
But we worked them. We did a lot 
of training and it’s worked very 
well. We have a great team of 
people and they’re lapping up the 
work. It’s never worked so well, 
actually!”

Bradbury Group’s staff have also 
benefited from the changeover. 
The new facility provides a better, 
cleaner environment, a new 
canteen, and a staff gym that 
covers 3,000 square foot – bigger 
than the entirety of Bradbury 
Group’s original Luton factory!  

BRADBURY GROUP
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M2M3 door 
in production

Bradbury Group 
production facility
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